
HOW IT WORKS

Contact:

talent as early as high school based on key 
early indicators of success.

relationships and guide learners to obtain 
necessary skills.

talent and promote internship,   
apprenticeship and career opportunities.  

interns and full-time employees to build 
a talent pipeline.

ConnectEDU bridges the gap between education and the 
workforce with TalentConnect: a comprehensive solution 
that connects learners, employers, and all other stakeholders 
dedicated to preparing tomorrow’s talent, today.
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TalentConnect plugs in to ConnectEDU’s College and Career Planning Portals, where students and adult learners actively 
build education and career pathways, including for STEM, Green, and Healthcare careers.  Through TalentConnect, 
employers finally have the opportunity to support these learners early in the education and career decision making process 
and drive awareness of workforce needs.

Inform and impact career path decisions today, with TalentConnect.

Chris Alphen, General Manager, Employer Solutions
calphen@connectedu.com
(617) 532-3069

TAKE ROOT WITH TALENTCONNECT:  

IDENTIFY 

DEVELOP

ATTRACT

RECRUIT

The Collaborative Workforce 
Development Solution

CONNECTEDU IS PROUD TO SPONSOR NEW ENGLAND WORKS: 



ConnectEDU provides a complete system of career exploration and preparation. By exploring various career pathways 
such as STEM and Healthcare, learners can align their education decisions with the needs of the fastest growing industries. 

MAKING SMARTER EDUCATION AND CAREER DRIVEN DECISIONS

with employers in a purpose network environmentCONNECT

IDENTIFY

UTILIZE

MAP

internship, apprenticeship, and career opportunities

skill and interest assessments to explore multiple 
career paths

curriculum plans, major selections, and extra-
curricular activities to various career pathways

ACCESS. PERSISTENCE. SUCCESS. 

Connecting Learners 
with Opportunities

ConnectEDU breaks barriers between learners and careers 
with TalentConnect, where learners can explore and 
discover opportunities, navigate their own education and 
career plans, and build a promising future.

“Nearly 90 percent of the fastest growing jobs in the U.S. require some form of education beyond high school.
                   - U.S Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics

Contact:

Visit www.connectedu.com/NEBHE to sign up for a demo today!

Chris Alphen, General Manager, Employer Solutions
calphen@connectedu.com
(617) 532-3069
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